Abstract: Epistatic miniarray profiling (E-MAP) is powerful for measuring gene biological relevance. However, E-MAP suffers from large number of missing values, and in order to use the E-MAP information more efficiently, the missing values have to be estimated. In this paper, considering advantages and disadvantages of different independent algorithms, we proposed a novel fusion approach based on the high-level diversity to estimate missing values that consists of two global and four local base estimators. Experiment results show our fusion scheme is more effective and robust for the missing value imputations and outperforms all single base algorithms on E-MAP data.
INTRODUCTION
Epistatic miniarray profiling (E-MAP) (Collins et al., 2007) is a tool for generating and analyzing comprehensive genetic-interaction maps systematically, and it is a variant of synthetic genetic array, which is a high-throughput technique for functional analysis. It measures the strength of pair-wise genetic interaction quantitatively using continuous real values, i.e., negative value indicates two genes working in compensatory pathways and positive value exclusively working in the same pathway. It is usually represented in the form of a symmetric matrix but often with a large number of missing values, where some of them lose as much as 30% data. Although it has been generally acknowledged valuable insights into the underlying biological process can be obtained via systematically analyzing E-MAP scores using methods like clustering and matrix factorization, these algorithms significantly suffer from the missing information and often make biased outputs. Hence, in order to improve the subsequent data analysis quality and provide more direct knowledge of the tested genes, it is highly desired to accurately impute the missing values in E-MAP.
In the last few years, many sophisticated statistical models have been developed and successfully applied, and they can be generally categorized into two groups: (1) local-based imputation methods, and (2) global-based imputation methods. For the first group, it mainly makes use of local similarity structure to recover the missing value such as K-nearest neighbors (KNNimpute) (Troyanskaya et al., 2001) , local least squares (LLS) (Kim et al., 2005) , least squares adaptive (LSimpute) (Bo et al., 2004) . For the second group, methods mainly make use of global covariance structure such as Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) (Oba et al., 2003) , SVDimpute (Troyanskaya et al., 2001) . Although a wide spectrum of missing value imputation tools are available, the performance of different imputation approaches vary drastically on different datasets and their preferences and potential limitations are special, while guidance on how to choose optimal imputation tool is very limited.
In this paper, an ensemble strategy for missing value imputation is proposed, which gives a better choice for the problem on how to choose optimum imputation tool for different applications. Compared to the previous research, we have the following contributions: (1) We introduce a new global imputation method to formulate the problem of missing value imputation as a low-rank matrix completion problem, and it can be efficiently solved based on nuclear norm minimization; (2) It is pointed out in (Brock et al., 2008 ) that different missing value imputation methods have their own advantages, but the specific preferred conditions for each method remain largely unclear, how to choose imputation tool is very troublesome. Ensemble strategy proposed provides a new solution for this problem; (3) Although many ensemble strategies have been developed (Nanni and Lumini, 2006) , such as boosting, AdaBoost, most of them are designed for classifiers and are not appropriate for missing value imputation purpose. (4) Due to the symmetry property of E-MAP score matrix, we hide both the value and its symmetrical value when creating artificial missing value for evaluation, which more conforms to real situation and is much more stringent.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Benchmark dataset
Five E-MAP datasets used in (Ryan et al., 2010) Table 1 .
Methods
In this paper, we construct an ensemble imputation method based on two global methods, i.e., Bayesian principal component analysis (BPCA) and matrix completion (MC); and four local imputation methods, i.e., local least square (LLS), average K-nearest neighbors (uKNN), weighted K-nearest neighbors (wKNN), and least squares impute (LSimpute), here we only briefly introduce the matrix completion method, for other methods, refer to (Ryan et al., 2010 ) for more details. All the methods are modified to be applicable for symmetric data.
Matrix completion (MC)
Under the natural assumption that the underlying matrix is low-rank, we can recover missing value of matrix from a small number of observed entries Tao, 2009, Candes and Recht, 2009 
where rank( X ) is the rank of matrix X .
As pointed out in Tao, 2009, Candes and Recht, 2009) , if the matrix satisfies the following conditions: (1) matrix M is incoherent, namely, the column spaces of M are not correlated with the standard basis vectors; (2) the observed entries are sampled uniformly at random; (3) the number of observed entries m obey 1.2 log( ) mC nr n t where C is a constant and n=max (m, n) , then the minimizer to the problem of Eq. (1) is unique and equals to M with high probability. The above Eq. (1) is not convex, and we use another alternative nuclear norm (Fazel et al., 2003) (the sum of the singular values) to replace rank(X):
Problem of Eq.(2) can be solved by singular value thresholding (SVT) (Cai et al., 2010) , which solves the following problem: Meanwhile, the problem (3) can be solved as:
where U and V is the left and right singular vector matrix,
about the equivalence between problem (3) and problem (4), refer to ref. (Cai et al., 2010) .
Missing value imputation ensemble
As discussed in previous section, different missing value imputation strategy has its own advantages, but the specific preferences for each method remain largely unclear. How to choose the optimum imputation tool for different dataset is very difficult to handle (Aittokallio, 2010) . Here, we propose a novel ensemble strategy to deal with this problem, which is expected to play a balance complementary role among different algorithms and meanwhile it will enhance robustness of missing value imputation. How to combine the individual outputs when implementing the ensemble estimator is very important to improve upon the performance of individual method. The intuition is that the more different individual method performs within ensemble system, the more optimum result ensemble system obtains.
So the overarching principal in ensemble systems is therefore to make each method as unique as possible, which is known as diversity.
In this paper, we proposed an ensemble strategy with maximum diversity based on a reference algorithm. Firstly we define the individual diversity as follows.
Definition of individual diversity: given a reference algorithm R, the individual diversity 
Eq.(6) indicates that algorithm with high individual diversity is assigned high weight.
For comparison, we also designed another two ensemble strategies in this paper: (1) ensemble-aver, which calculates the average over all algorithms as a final estimate; and (2) ensemble-iw: different from the weight computed using formula (6), we choose the reciprocal of individual diversity id -as weight of every imputation method and the weight has also been normalized. Our method is abbreviated as ensemble-rc in subsequent experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the performance of imputation methods, we artificially introduce additional 1% missing value on all the datasets. Among the 1% missing value, we hided interaction value of two genes (A, B) in E-MAP score matrix and its symmetrical interaction value (B, A) because of E-MAP's symmetry property, which conforms to the real situation. To reduce variability, this process is repeated 20 times then their average is the final accuracy. And we also evaluate the performance on different additional missing number rate 0.5%-6% in five E-MAP datasets.
In this paper, we apply Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) between the predicted and actual interactions for evaluation, and given by: 
Comparison of different reference algorithms
We compared the performances of selecting each of the six approaches as the reference algorithm respectively. Table 2 illustrates the results, as can be seen from which, when choose uKNN and BPCA as reference algorithm, we will obtain better accuracies in all five E-MAP datasets than the other four methods. We obtain 0.739, 0.579, 0.649, 0.708, 0.658 of CC in 5 dataset respectively in the case of using uKNN as reference, and comparable results are obtained when using BPCA as the reference. As shown in Table 3 , which shows the independent imputation results for the 6 algorithms on 5 datasets, uKNN and BPCA are found to achieve the poorest results among all the tested independent algorithms. However, when selecting them as the references in the ensemble estimator, the best performance is obtained.
This finding indicates that choosing a method with poorer performance as reference can make the constructed ensemble method with higher diversity and achieve better result. Hence, in this study we choose uKNN as the reference algorithm in all subsequent experiments.
Comparison of different algorithms
We compared the constructed ensemble estimator ensemble-rc with the single independent methods. As illustrated in Table 3 , the performance of our imputation method is superior to single independent methods in all tested datasets, which shows that ensemble strategy is promising for missing value imputation, and the other two tested ensemble methods is close second and third.
Estimation accuracy from the ensemble-rc is improved by 
Performance for different percentage of missing value
To verify the robustness of our ensemble strategy, we plot the performance of each method as a function of additional percentage of missing values from 0.5%-6% in Fig. 1 
Discussions
Here we demonstrated that ensemble imputation method provide an accurate method for E-MAP missing value estimation, and achieve better performance compared to those individual imputation algorithms. It achieves 2%-3%
higher than the best individual approach on all the 5 E-MAP datasets, which indicates our ensemble strategy provides an alternative way for selecting optimal methods for missing value imputation purpose. Although our strategy demonstrates effective, challenges remain. E-MAP dataset is very different from other gene expression data, and we should develop some specific imputation methods directly aiming at E-MAP dataset according to the property of E-MAP dataset. For example, the three types of missing data are not completely random (Ryan et al., 2010) , while almost all existing imputation methods are developed based on the hypothesis that gene expression data is missing at random.
Developing ensemble method by incorporating other imputation methods using auxiliary information, such as gene ontology (GO), is also expected to obtain more diversity within ensemble system and should be an interesting future research direction.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an ensemble method based on ensemble diversity for E-MAP missing value imputation.
The method obtained high performance and robustness compared to other previously used classical single approaches. Experimental results indicate that the ensemble strategy is promising for solving the trouble of how to choose an optimal imputation tool for specific data.
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